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Purpose: Static pointwise perimetric sensitivities of less than approximately 19 dB are
unreliable in glaucoma owing to excessive variability. We propose usingmoving stimuli
to increase detectability, decrease variability, and hence increase this dynamic range.

Methods: A moving stimulus was designed to travel parallel to the average nerve fiber
bundle orientation at each location, and compared against an otherwise identical static
stimulus. To assess dynamic range, psychometric functionsweremeasured at 4 locations
of each of 10 subjects. To assess clinically realistic test–retest variability, 34 locations of
94 subjects with glaucoma and glaucoma suspects were tested twice, 6 months apart.
Pointwise sensitivity estimates were compared using generalized estimating equation
regression models. The test–retest limits of agreement for each stimulus were assessed,
adjusted for within-eye clustering.

Results: Using static stimuli, 9 of the 40 psychometric functions had less than a 90%
maximum response probability, suggesting being beyond the dynamic range. Eight of
those locations had asymptoticmaximumofmore than 90%withmoving stimuli. Sensi-
tivities were higher formoving stimuli (P< 0.001); the difference increased as sensitivity
decreased (P< 0.001). Test-retest limits of agreement were narrower for moving stimuli
(−6.35 to+6.48 dB) than static stimuli (−12.7 to+7.81 dB). Sixty-twopercent of subjects
preferred using moving stimuli versus 19% who preferred static stimuli.

Conclusions: Using a moving stimulus increases perimetric sensitivities in regions of
glaucomatous loss. This extends the effective dynamic range, allowing reliable testing
later into the disease. Results are more repeatable, and the test is preferred by most
subjects.

Translational Relevance: Moving stimuli allow reliable testing in patients with more
severe glaucoma than currently possible.

Introduction

Functional testing remains an essential part of clini-
cal care in glaucoma,1 most commonly in the form of
static automated perimetry.2 This is particularly true
in eyes with more advanced damage, owing to the
limited dynamic range of structural testing such as
ocular coherence tomography.3 However, results from
automated perimetry have high test–retest variabil-
ity at moderately or severely damaged locations.4,5
Accurately monitoring the rate of progression at such
locations is crucial for clinical management owing
to their potential impact on the patient’s prognosis
and quality of life.6–8 Therefore, it is important to

develop new perimetric techniques that can reliably and
accurately assess functional progression in regions of
moderate and severe glaucomatous loss.

We have previously shown that the effective dynamic
range of standard automated perimetry, using a static
stimulus, ends at 15 to 19 dB.9 Below that, sensitiv-
ity estimates from clinical perimetry were not signifi-
cantly correlated with those obtained more accurately
using frequency-of-seeing curves. Part of the reason
for this is that the upper asymptote of the psychome-
tric function, that is, the maximum response proba-
bility that would be predicted for an arbitrarily high
contrast stimulus, was significantly lower than 100%
at many such locations (light scatter from very high
contrast stimuli can cause an increase in detection
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from distant healthier visual field locations, but these
responses are uninformative for estimating sensitivity
at the location being tested). This means that stimu-
lus detection remains probabilistic rather than deter-
ministic, and hence estimates of sensitivity are too
variable to be considered reliable. The conclusion that
the effective dynamic range ends at 15 to 19 dB has been
supported by subsequent analyses showing that censor-
ing sensitivities below that point does not adversely
affect the ability to monitor disease progression.10,11
We subsequently showed that this same limit of 15 to
19 dB also applied when increasing stimulus size, from
the commonly used size III target (a 0.43° diameter
circle) to the alternative size V target (a 1.72° diame-
ter circle); however, the higher sensitivities obtained
with the larger stimulus meant that this limit was not
reached until later in the disease process.12

In this study, we introduce an alternative approach
to further extend the dynamic range of perimetry:
increasing sensitivity by introducing motion. Moving
stimuli may be easier to detect than static stimuli
of the same contrast.13 Stato-kinetic dissociation has
been described both in normal14 and glaucomatous
eyes.15,16 Sensitivities are reported to be higher for
moving stimuli than static stimuli, so long as stimu-
lus velocity is not too fast.17–19 We anticipate an even
greater effect in regions damaged by glaucoma, where
the primary limiting factor for sensitivity is the remain-
ing number of healthy retinal ganglion cells (RGCs).
If the stimulus moves, it will additionally stimu-
late motion-sensitive RGCs.20 Further, the remaining
RGCs stimulate not only cortical mechanisms respon-
sible for detecting stimulus onset and offset,21 but also
the middle temporal neurons responsible for motion
detection,22,23 potentially further increasing the proba-
bility of detection and reducing variability.

The moving stimulus that we describe appears at a
predefined location, moves at constant speed toward
a second location, then turns off. We hypothesize that
this technique will increase detectability and hence
increase sensitivity for a given level of RGC loss,
further delaying the time at which a location had
progressed beyond the effective dynamic range of the
test. So long as the moving stimulus only stimu-
lates RGCs within the same nerve fiber bundle, which
evidence from adaptive optics imaging suggests are
lost concurrently,24,25 this should not impair the ability
to monitor progression or to detect defects. The task
for subjects is the same seen/not seen paradigm as
in current clinical perimetry, aiming to measure the
contrast necessary for the stimulus to be detected on
50% of presentations (unlike kinetic perimetry, where
the task is to respond as soon as a stimulus is seen, and
the location at which it was seen is recorded). Here, we

test two resultant hypotheses about use of this moving
stimulus for perimetry. In experiment 1, we test the
hypothesis that the use of amoving stimuluswill extend
the effective dynamic range of perimetry, compared
with using an otherwise identical static stimulus. In
experiment 2, we test the hypothesis that use of a
moving stimulus will decrease test–retest variability
when still within the effective dynamic range.

Methods

Characteristics of the Moving Stimulus

The moving stimulus used at each location was
defined as:

- The stimulus travels in a straight line parallel to
the average nerve fiber bundle orientation at each
location. Clinical perimetry most commonly uses
a size III stimulus (0.43° diameter), presented at
a set of predefined locations. For the 24-2 grid
used by the Humphrey Field Analyzer perime-
ter (HFA; Carl-Zeiss Meditec Inc, Dublin, CA,
USA) the interlocation spacing is 6° spacing both
horizontally and vertically. At each of those same
52 locations (i.e., excluding the two locations at
15° temporal and ±3° vertical which coincide with
the approximate position of the blind spot), the
average orientation of nerve fiber bundles was
calculated using the equations of Jansonius et al.26
For locations temporal of the blind spot, at which
the Jansonius model is not defined, it was assumed
that bundles travel in a straight line emanating
from the center of the optic nerve head. These
orientations were then transformed from retinal
orientation to visual field orientation to obtain the
desired direction of stimulus motion.

- The stimulus lasts 500 ms. This is longer than
the standard stimulus duration used in clinical
perimetry (200 ms), because firmware limitations
on the Octopus perimeter (Haag-Streit Inc, Köniz,
Switzerland) used for the experiments mean that
responses occurring after the end of the moving
stimulus are not recorded. The longer duration
used in these experiments should reduce false
negatives (the proportion of “seen” responses that
are missed), because it gives the subject more time
to respond and still have their response recorded.
A consequence of using a 500-ms stimulus is that
the technician administering the test had to be alert
to fixation movements visible on the instrument’s
camera. If fixation was noticeably unstable during
the test, the technician performing the test would
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Figure 1. The trajectory of the moving stimulus at each location
in the 24-2 visual field. The stimulus moves from the tail toward the
head (point) of the arrow, at a constant speed, over 500ms. Stimulus
speed, and hence distance travelled, increases with eccentricity. The
large gray spot indicates the approximate location of the blind spot.
Locations with red arrows were those tested (using size III stimuli) in
experiment 1; locations with blue arrows were those tested (using
size V stimuli) in experiment 2.

first remind the subject about the importance of
fixation (which is often sufficient if the instability
was due to fatigue and fading attention), and, if it
persisted. the test would be redone or abandoned.

- At locations (±9°, ±15°), the stimulus travels at
5°/s, moving away from the blind spot. That is,
starting 1.25° closer to the blind spot than the
designated location, passing through the desig-
nated location (±9°, ±15°) after 250 ms, and
ending 1.25° further from the blind spot than the
designated location after 500 ms.

- At other locations, the speed at which the stimu-
lus moves was scaled in proportion to 1/M, where
M represents the cortical magnification factor, to
make stimuli of the same contrast approximately
equally resolvable across the visual field.27 Differ-
ent formulae for M have been proposed. We used
that of Horton and Hoyt,28 who estimated that
M = 17.3/(Eccentricity + 0.75). Thus, to obtain a
speed of 5°/s at the aforementioned locations with
Eccentricity 17.5°, the stimulus speed was set to
equal (Eccentricity + 0.75)/(17.5 + 0.75) * 5°/s.

The resultant stimulus path traversed within 0.5s
at each location in the 24-2 visual field is shown in
Figure 1. See Supplementary Movie S1 for an example
of the moving stimulus, and Supplementary Movie S2

for an example of the static stimulus presented at the
same location.

Experiment 1: Effective Dynamic Range

Frequency-of-seeing curves were measured at each
of the four locations shown by red arrows in Figure 1
(one in each quadrant of the visual field, at equal eccen-
tricity, to maintain a reasonable level of spatial uncer-
tainty29 and encourage stable central fixation), for both
moving and static stimuli. The moving stimulus was a
size III target, presented for 500ms,moving at constant
speed 5°/s along the trajectory shown in Figure 1, as
described elsewhere in this article. The static stimulus
was also presented for 500 ms, and was identical in all
respects except movement, and was presented at the
midpoint of the moving stimulus’ trajectory.

First, for each stimulus type in turn, a 10-
presentation Zippy estimation by sequential testing
(ZEST) algorithm was used to obtain an estimate of
sensitivity, SensEst, at each of the four locations. The
ZEST algorithm assumed that the sensitivity lies in the
range of 10 to 40 dB; had a flat initial prior distribu-
tion over that range; and assumed that the variability
for a location with a given sensitivity SensTrue equals
that predicted by Henson et al.,30 namely, that the true
psychometric function is represented by a cumulative
Gaussian with mean SensTrue and standard deviation
exp(–0.081*SensTrue + 3.27), except that this variabil-
ity remains constant for a SensTrue of less than 15 dB.31
Next, 10 stimulus presentations were made at each of
four contrasts per location: (SensEst – 10), (SensEst –
4), SensEst, and (SensEst + 4) dB, with stimulus order
randomized across locations and contrasts. These were
interspersed with five 40-dB stimuli used to measure
the false-positive response rate; thus, there were 165
stimulus presentations per run. Three such runs were
performed using static stimuli, and three runs using
moving stimuli, with the order of the runs random-
ized, and the subject allowed breaks between runs to
decrease fatigue.

At each of the four locations, the response proba-
bility at each of the four selected contrasts was calcu-
lated based on the 30 stimulus presentations per
contrast (i.e., combining all three runs). These were
fit to a cumulative Gaussian psychometric function,9
with lower asymptote set to equal the measured false-
positive rate, and upper asymptote as a free parame-
ter constrained to be 100% or less. From these fits, we
extracted the sensitivity (contrast giving 50% response
probability) and interquartile range (change in contrast
needed to increase the response probability from 25%
to 75%). Note that, if the upper asymptote is less than
50%, sensitivity cannot be defined.
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Ten subjects were tested, taken from the Portland
Progression Project cohort.32,33 Subjects had a clinical
diagnosis of primary open angle glaucoma, no other
causes of visual field defect (other than mild cataract),
and had a history of providing reliable test results. For
inclusion in experiment 1, subjects had to have a sensi-
tivity greater than 0 dB and 15 dB or greater at one
or more of the four locations to be tested (the red
locations in Fig. 1), on their most recent HFA 24-2
Swedish Interactive Thresholding Algorithm Standard
visual field test. This last criterion was designed to
identify subjects who may be beyond the lower limit of
the effective dynamic range of perimetry. Testing was
conducted on an Octopus perimeter controlled by a
custom-written program in R34 via the Open Perime-
try Interface,35 with fixation monitored continuously
by the technician using the device’s inbuilt camera. All
testing for both experiments was approved by the local
institutional review board, and adhered to the tenets of
the Declaration of Helsinki.

Experiment 2: Test–Retest Variability

This experiment seeks to assess the difference
in test–retest variability between moving and static
stimuli when still within the effective dynamic range.
For this, a clinically realistic ZEST algorithm was used.
At four “seed points” located at (±9°, ±9°), the same
ZEST algorithm as in the first part of experiment
1 was used, but with five stimulus presentations per
location. Next, for each of the remaining locations,
an initial prior probability density function was gener-
ated proportional to 0.1 + ϕ(x). Here, ϕ(x) represents
the probability density function of a Gaussian distri-
bution with mean equal to the average of the sensitiv-
ity estimates already obtained at neighboring locations,
and standard deviation equal to double the standard
deviation that would be predicted for a psychometric
function if that average exactly equaled the true sensi-
tivity using the same formula as above.30 A similar
ZEST algorithm with four stimulus presentations was
then conducted at that location, but using this initial
prior distribution. Thus, information fromneighboring
locations is being used to make the testing algorithm
more efficient. To keep the test time to approximately 5
minutes per eye (similar to clinical perimetry), only 34
locations were tested, as indicated by the blue arrows
on Figure 1.

Subjects in the Portland Progression Project with
clinical diagnoses of glaucoma or glaucoma suspect
were tested at consecutive visits, 6 months apart; thus,
the test–retest variability measured comprises both
short-term and long-term variability.36,37 The worst
eye, according to the mean deviation from their most

recent previous HFA visual field test, was used for
testing. On each visit, they underwent testing with
the algorithm outlined elsewhere in this article, once
using moving stimuli, and once using otherwise identi-
cal static stimuli, in random order. To maximize the
proportion of locations that were within the effective
dynamic range, a 500 ms size V stimulus was used for
both moving and static stimuli for this experiment. On
each visit, after completing both tests, subjects were
asked verbally which of the two they preferred.

The difference between sensitivity estimates from
moving versus static stimuli was assessed using a
generalized estimating equation (GEE) linear model,38
accounting formultiple locations and two test dates per
eye. Test–retest variability was defined as the difference
between the first and second test dates, at each location.
Bland–Altman plots of agreement39 were created for
both stimulus types, with the 95% limits of agreement
adjusted for clustering of multiple locations within the
same eye.40 All analysis were performed in R version
4.0.3.34

Results

Experiment 1: Effective Dynamic Range

Figure 2 shows the psychometric functions
measured at four locations for 1 of the 10 subjects
in experiment 1. At all four locations, the moving
stimulus (results shown in red) gave consistently higher

Figure 2. Psychometric functions measured at four locations of
the same subject using a moving stimulus (red) and an otherwise-
identical static stimulus (black).
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response probabilities for the same stimulus contrast
than the static stimulus (results shown in black).
Consequently, the red fitted curves are shifted to the
right, giving a higher sensitivity (the stimulus contrast
giving 50% response probability). Notably, the psycho-
metric functions for moving stimuli were also steeper,
which would be expected to reduce test–retest variabil-
ity in a clinical testing algorithm. At locations (−15°,
9°) and (9°, 15°), the asymptotic maximum response
probability that would be expected for an arbitrarily
high contrast stimulus (in the absence of extraneous
responses caused by light scatter to distant locations
in the visual field) was well below 100% for the static
stimulus, indicating that the location had progressed
beyond the effective dynamic range; while this asymp-
totic maximum was still near 100% for the moving
stimulus.

Figure 3 compares the sensitivity estimates, and
asymptotic maximum response probabilities, obtained
at the 4 locations of all 10 subjects. Sensitivities were
higher using the moving stimulus at 36 of the 37
instances when it was defined (i.e., when the maximum
was >50% for both stimuli); the mean difference
was 3.4 dB, with a P of less than 0.001 from GEE
linear regression. The interquartile range was narrower
with the moving stimulus at 30 of the 34 instances
when it was defined (i.e., when the maximum was
>75% for both stimuli); the mean difference was
3.2 dB (P = 0.002). At most locations, the fitted
asymptotic maximum was 99% or more for both
stimulus types, suggesting that accurate sensitivities
could be obtained from the psychometric function
and hence also from a clinical thresholding algorithm.
However, this maximum was less than 90% for nine
locations using the static stimulus, which would intro-
duce considerable variability into any thresholding
algorithm, suggesting that the location is beyond
the effective dynamic range for that stimulus type.
Indeed, for three locations the maximum was less than
50%, such that the detection threshold is undefined
and so no estimate can be considered reliable. By
contrast, only one location had a maximum of less
than 90% using the moving stimulus. Thus, there
were eight locations that were beyond the effective
dynamic range for the static stimulus that remained
within the effective dynamic range using the moving
stimulus.

Experiment 2: Test–Retest Variability

We tested 94 subjects twice with the clinically realis-
tic ZEST algorithm, 6 months apart. The average age
on their second visit was 72.9 (range, 52.0–91.0 years).
The averagemean deviation from their HFA visual field

Figure 3. Comparison of psychometric functions measured at the
same locations using moving versus static stimuli. (Top) Sensitiv-
ities, defined as the contrast (in dB) giving 50% response proba-
bility. (Bottom) The asymptotic maximum response probability for
an arbitrarily high contrast stimulus, in the absence of extraneous
responses caused by light scatter to distant visual field locations. The
solid line shows the line of equality in both plots.

(averaged across the two test dates) was −3.16 dB, with
standard deviation 4.59 dB. Of the tested locations,
32.8% were abnormal with a P value of 5% or less on
the total deviation plot on at least one of the two test
dates, and 18.2% were abnormal with a P value of 1%
or less.

Sensitivities using the moving stimulus were on
average 1.33 dB higher, but this difference depended
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Figure 4. Bland–Altman plot comparing pointwise sensitivities
obtained using moving versus static stimuli in a clinically realistic
testing algorithm. Note that the lower limit of possible sensitivities
in the chosen algorithm was 12.3 dB. Hence if the mean of the two
sensitivities is, for example, 14.3 dB, the difference between the two
cannot possibly be larger than 4 dB; this causes the apparent range
of differences to appear artefactually smaller at lower sensitivities.
The solid gray line indicates the best fit from a GEE linear model;
dashed lines show the 95% prediction interval.

on severity. Figure 4 shows a Bland–Altman plot39
comparing sensitivities obtained using the two stimu-
lus types. The difference in sensitivities was higher
at more damaged locations (P < 0.001, GEE linear
regression). The difference was also greater at higher
eccentricities (P < 0.001); this is because the speed
of the moving stimulus is scaled with eccentric-
ity (see Fig. 1) to give approximately equal normal
sensitivities at each location, whereas for the static
stimulus normal sensitivities are lower peripherally.
In a bivariable model, both sensitivity and eccen-
tricity were significantly related to the difference
between the stimulus types (P < 0.001 and P =
0.007, respectively).

Figure 5 shows the test–retest variability, in the
form of Bland–Altman plots,39 for each stimulus type.
The 95% limits of agreement, adjusted for intereye
clustering of data,40 were −12.7 to +7.81 dB for static
stimuli and −6.35 to +6.48 dB for moving stimuli. The
mean absolute test–retest difference was 4.48 dB for
static stimuli and 2.20 dB for moving stimuli (differ-
ence P < 0.001, GEE regression). The proportion of
locations of less than 19 dB (either owing to variabil-
ity, or owing to being beyond the dynamic range) was
12.8% for static stimuli versus 5.8% for moving stimuli
(P < 0.001, Obuchowski’s test for clustered propor-

Figure 5. Bland–Altman plots showing test–retest variability for
static (top) andmoving (bottom) stimuli in a clinically realistic testing
algorithm. Solid gray lines indicate the mean difference; dashed lines
show the 95% limits of agreement adjusted for the presence of data
from 34 locations per eye.

tions).41 The proportion of locations of more than 35
dB (which are almost certainly owing to variability) was
5.8% for static stimuli versus 0.5% for moving stimuli
(P < 0.001).

Figure 6 shows histograms of which stimulus type
subjects reported preferring at each of their two
visits. Consistently, more subjects preferred the moving
stimulus test. Notably, the proportion who preferred
the moving stimulus increased on their second visits,
suggesting that the preference was not just due to
novelty of the task.
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Figure 6. Histograms showing which stimulus type subjects
subjectively preferred, after completing both tests, on each of the
two visits.

Discussion

In these two experiments, we found that perform-
ing automated perimetry with a moving stimulus
gave higher sensitivities and lower variability than
a static stimulus, when all other aspects of the
testing were kept the same including the instru-
ment, testing paradigm, and test algorithm. This
both extended the dynamic range into locations with
more advanced disease (experiment 1), and reduced
test–retest variability while within the dynamic range
(experiment 2).

Most subjects in the study reported preferring
testing with the moving stimulus. This preference
strengthened, from 42% on the first visit to 62% on
the second visit, suggesting that it is not purely due
to the novelty of the test. One reason for this prefer-
ence may be gleaned from the psychometric functions

measured in experiment 1. The static stimulus resulted
in wider interquartile ranges at most locations. This
factor increases the range of stimuli, and hence the
proportion of stimulus presentations, over which the
subject is unsure whether they saw the stimulus or
not. That subjective uncertainty can be stressful for the
subject, leading them to prefer themoving stimulus test
which causes them less uncertainty. The stress would
also be expected to increase fatigue, and hence increase
variability.42 Perimetry has always been endured rather
than enjoyed by patients43; even a modest improve-
ment in the patient experience would be welcomed by
many, and it may also improve the diagnostic informa-
tion available to clinicians.

Testing for both experiments was conducted on an
Octopus perimeter, controlled via the Open Perime-
try Interface.35 Using a clinical instrument, and the
same seen/not seen testing paradigm as in clinical
perimetry means that the test is more familiar to
subjects, which would be expected to allow more
reliable results; in addition, the conclusions are more
immediately translatable to clinical care. However,
testing relied on the current firmware programmed into
theOctopus perimeter.Notably, thismeans that, for the
moving stimulus, the response window during which
the subject’s responses (in the form of button pushes)
were recorded only lasted for the time when the stimu-
lus was present, because the firmware treats it as a
kinetic perimetry stimulus. By contrast for the static
stimulus, the response window extended 500 ms after
the stimulus turned off. This will have caused some
valid responses to be missed for the moving stimu-
lus, especially near the detection threshold where the
off detection pathway may produce a larger neural
response than the on pathway.21 A consequence is
that sensitivities were likely underestimated for some
locations using the moving stimulus. Indeed, on Figure
4 is it seen that the moving stimulus seemed to produce
lower sensitivities than the static stimulus when greater
than 31 dB, probably owing to this caveat. It is possi-
ble that the test–retest variability for the moving stimu-
lus shown in Figure 5 is also an overestimate for the
same reason, and hence that the benefits of using
a moving stimulus in clinical perimetry are being
underestimated.

A consequence of this requirement to use a 500-
ms stimulus is that small movements in fixation during
the presentation would be expected. As in most
current clinical perimeters, individual stimulus presen-
tations were not discarded based on fixation instability.
Instead, fixation was closely monitored by the techni-
cian to ensure that the instability was not excessive. It
should be noted that this caveat applies equally to the
moving and static stimuli, and there is not reason to
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expect fixation instability to differ significantly between
the stimuli, especially because the order of testing was
randomized.

The trajectory of themoving stimulus was a straight
line, parallel to the average nerve fiber bundle orienta-
tion at that location, according to the map of Janso-
nius et al.26 That map was derived by tracing nerve
fiber bundles on 27 deidentified fundus photos, with
no adjustments for factors such as axial length that
could influence the trajectories, or factors such as age
and media opacity that could have selectively influ-
enced visibility of the bundles. Their map was also
spatially limited owing to the visibility of the bundles,
and several test locations fall within regions at which
the trajectories were extrapolated beyond the observed
range of traced bundles, and/or in the nasal region at
which themodel is undefined. Finally, themap adjusted
for the position of the optic nerve head relative to the
horizontal midline, which was not taken into account
here. An optimal implementation of the moving stimu-
lus technique could instead individualize the stimulus
trajectories based on the observed nerve fiber bundle
orientations in that particular eye. However, there are
significant obstacles to achieving this goal. The deter-
mination of bundle orientations would have to be done
quickly and automatically for realistic clinical imple-
mentation, perhaps by applying artificial intelligence
approaches to derive the map. The image used to
perform that task would have to cover the entire 24-
2 visual field with adequate visibility. The image would
also have to be acquired while the subject was seated at
the perimeter, becausemoving to a different instrument
would alter the exact position of the subject on the chin
rest and hence induce torsional eyemovements. If these
obstacles could be overcome, it seems likely (although
not certain) that it would yield further improvement
in the performance of the moving stimulus relative to
static stimuli; hence, again our results are conservative
and the benefits of moving stimuli may be being under-
estimated.

A remaining question is whether the moving stimu-
lus impacts the ability to discriminate between eyes
with healthy versus damaged visual fields. In this study,
all eyes had a clinical diagnosis of either glaucoma
or glaucoma suspect. Testing in healthy eyes is under-
way to answer that question. It should be noted,
however, that the usefulness of the moving stimulus
technique does not depend on the results of those
experiments. If defect detectability with the moving
stimulus is equal to, or better than, with the static
stimulus, then it would be reasonable to use a stimulus
whose magnitude of movement is constant, as in the
current study. If defect detectability is decreased using
the moving stimulus, then the distance travelled by the

stimulus could simply be scaled linearly with contrast.
At near-normal sensitivities, there would be near-
zero stimulus motion, ensuring that defect detectabil-
ity would be identical to that achieved using static
stimuli; then, the amount of motion would increase as
contrast increased, providing the benefits of extended
dynamic range and decreased variability at damaged
locations.

The speed and distance travelled of the moving
stimulus used in this study was scaled by eccentricity,
as seen in Figure 1. Some form of scaling is neces-
sary; the amount of motion needed to increase sensitiv-
ity at central locations would be imperceptible at more
peripheral locations. However, the optimal scaling to
use is unclear. The stimulus used here was scaled
based on the cortical magnification factor,27 yet differ-
ent formulae for that factor have been reported.28,44
Further, it is not clear whether it would be better to
scale the stimulus to obtain equal average sensitivities
across the visual field for healthy observers, or to obtain
equal lower limits of the normative range across the
visual field, which may not give the same formula.45,46
The magnitude of the difference between such formu-
lae may be too small for its effect to be detectable with
small scale experiments, so it is likely that a choice
would have to be made a priori before any clinical
implementation of the technique. It is not clearwhether
the greater distance travelled peripherally makes those
locations more susceptible to variability caused by
fixation instability, particularly when using a 500-ms
stimulus, or whether the decreased axon bundle density
peripherallymakes those locations sufficiently robust to
fixational movements. Adjustments could also be made
to optimize the efficiency of the testing, for example,
using spatial filtering to allow all 52 locations in the 24-
2 visual field to be tested instead of the subset of 34
locations tested here; however, these should not alter
the direct head-to-head comparisons between stimu-
lus types performed in this study. A final caveat is
that subjects in this study had a clinical diagnosis of
glaucoma or glaucoma suspect, and so the usefulness
of the technique in patients with other causes of vision
loss is not yet known.

We have previously shown that the effective dynamic
range of perimetry can be extended by using a larger
stimulus. The same limit of 15 to 19 dB applied for both
size III and size V stimuli, but the higher sensitivities
with the larger stimulus meant that this limit was not
reached as soon.12 This approach could be extended,
using ever larger stimuli to probe locations with
increasing damage. In early damage, several groups
have reported that size modulation perimetry shows
promise, because it may have a better signal-to-noise
ratio than conventional perimetry (where size remains
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constant but contrast is modulated), in particular for
detection of defects.47–49 This finding is particularly
true if stimuli are configured to remain smaller than
Ricco’s area of complete spatial summation, which
expands in glaucoma.49 However, RGC receptive fields
exhibit a center-surround organization.50,51 The neural
response of an RGC increases if the center of its recep-
tive field is stimulated, but this response is decreased
if the surround is also stimulated.21,52 This finding
implies that the largest response to a perimetric stimu-
lus comes from RGCs whose receptive field is near
the edge of the stimulus, rather than those near the
middle of the stimulus where both center and surround
of the receptive field are stimulated. Hence, near the
detection threshold it is primarily these RGCs near the
stimulus edge that determine detectability. If the stimu-
lus size is increased, it is no longer the same RGCs
that are located near the edge of the stimulus. The
extent of this problem with size modulation remains
to be seen, and it is possible that it may be only a
relatively minor caveat, especially when seeking only
to distinguish defects from areas of normal sensitiv-
ity. However, the lack of location consistency could
severely impair the ability to monitor glaucomatous
progression. Size modulation perimetry is implicitly
assuming that RGC loss is homogeneous across the
extent of the stimulus (a circle several degrees across),
whereas moving stimulus perimetry only relies on the
much weaker assumption that RGC loss is homoge-
neous within the same axon bundle, as supported
by advanced imaging studies.24,25 Notably, if it is
found that these caveats with size modulation perime-
try are relatively minor, it would be perfectly possi-
ble to combine the two approaches, whereby a stimu-
lus both enlarges and moves, to obtain the benefits of
both.

In summary, we found that using a moving stimulus
instead of a static stimulus, in an otherwise identical
seen/not seen perimetric task similar to those used clini-
cally, both extended the dynamic range into locations
with more advanced disease and decreased test–retest
variability while within the dynamic range. The test
could be implemented on current instruments, easing
translatability of the findings and making any transi-
tion easier for patients. Subjectsmostly reported prefer-
ring the moving stimulus test, suggesting potential
benefits for both patient satisfaction and the relia-
bility of the results. Given the known high variabil-
ity of current perimetry especially in damaged areas,
and the lack of other test modalities for monitoring
disease progression in regions of advanced loss, we
suggest that use of a moving stimulus may improve
the diagnostic usefulness of functional testing for
glaucoma.
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Supplementary Material

Supplementary Movie S1. Example of a moving
stimulus.

Supplementary Movie S2. Example of a static
stimulus.


